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Developing culture and art industry is the tidal which the world may not resist now. 
The art industry practice which is on the rise in our country walks far before the fundamental 
research, and proposes the brand-new topic to us. Theoretical studies on the art industry is the 
realistic need, and has the reality significance. 
The article is divided into three parts: 
Part one: Introduction.Pointing out the significance of devloping and researching 
art industry. Making detailed introductory remarks for the this article primary coverage. 
Part two: Main body. Chapter one:Outline art industry concept, characteristic, category 
and integrant part. Chapter two: Marx’s “Art production” theory proves the art industry is 
the result of art producing in its intrinsic logyic, and combs to the world culture industry 
development veins the art industry is the inevitable result of historical development. Chapter 
three:Using the representive cases: Beijing 798 Art factory, Canvas Industry of Shenzhen Dafen 
Village,and the System Reform of Shanghai Literature Organization to analyze the status quo of 
art industry in our country.Chapter four:Through the problems that the three case reflect, to find 
the problems in our country’s art industry and tries to find some ways to solve. 
Part three: Conclusion. Developing art industry conforms to the historical trend and the 
artistic production rule,and has the vital significance. Our country’s art industry has the broad 
prospects for development, but simultaneously faces many problems.These problems are caused 
by the counter-rule of art industry, and also by our country's special national condition and 
political nature that leave behind. Through establishing a health and fair artistic ecology system, 
reforming culture art enterprise system can seek the outlet for our country art industry 
development. 
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